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Abstract
The semantics of lazy functional programming languages is usually presented in two
dierent ways a semantics based on trees which is used to reason about a program
and a semantics based on graphs which is used to implement a program The
link between these semantics is often unclear We present a process semantics for
functional programming which has a number of interesting properties Firstly it is
structured in such a way that the relationship between the tree and graph semantics
is clear Secondly it captures the main requirements of functional programming
by incorporating laziness cycles and strictness Lastly there is a simple formal
correspondence between this semantics and other operational presentations
 Introduction
The semantics of a lazy functional programming language may be charac
terized in two ways Firstly terms may be considered to be trees which are
evaluated using a leftmostoutermost reduction or callbyname strategy un
til they are in weak head normal form WHNF This is the system Abramsky
 named lazy calculus Secondly terms may be considered to be a re
stricted class of directed graphs This representation was 	rst suggested by
Wadsworth 
 who showed that using such graphs to represent terms could
lead to more ecient implementations than using trees He coined the phrase
callbyneed to describe the leftmostoutermost reduction of these graphs and
this has become the basis of all modern implementations of functional pro
gramming languages A number of recent papers including Ariola et al 
Jerey  and Launchbury  have proposed formal systems which cap
ture various forms of graph reduction and relate them to the original term
model The 	rst aim of the work introduced here is to produce an operational
semantics for lazy functional programming which links these two models in a
simple way
c
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To capture the semantics we will use a process calculus The idea of using
process calculus to de	ne programming language semantics has been success
fully applied to both object oriented programming Walker  and logic
programming languages Li  There have been a number of attempts at
providing a process semantics for functional programming The 	rst attempt
was due to Kennaway and Sleep  who represented combinator graphs in
a variant of CCS However their CCS variant is complex and there is no at
tempt made to make a formal correspondence with reduction in the original
combinator system More recently Milner  provided concise calculus
encodings of both lazy calculus and weak parallel callbyvalue calculus
These encodings are for trees and are mutually incompatible in the sense that
the callbyvalue encoding cannot be used to implement strictness annotations
of lazy terms In both cases substitutions are coded as separate processes and
in his concluding remarks Milner discusses that a more natural model would
be to implement some form of sharing An aim of our work was to address this
point Glauert 
 describes compatible encodings of lazy and eager evalua
tion of tree based terms in an asynchronous process notation In Ostheimer
and Davie  an encoding for shared reduction strategies was given in the
synchronous monadic calculus but the correspondence to terms was not
formalized Boudol  encodes a version of calculus with explicit substitu
tions which provides sharing in an asynchronous version of calculus Jerey
 presents a lowlevel representation of graph reduction for a notation with
strictness annotations and encoding of this in calculus
We present a semantics of functional programming in an asynchronous
subset of Milners calculus We go beyond previous work in that we not
only characterize the tree and graph reduction semantics but a forge a simple
link between these characterizations which greatly simpli	es the correctness
proofs We include in our presentation characterizations of cycles and strict
ness annotations which are important to modern functional programming
The subset of calculus used is interesting for a number of reasons It is
extremely small but is capable of emulating all the structures found in the full
calculus Also because it is asynchronous and is structured in a particular
way it has a simple implementation on a parallel machine This aspect of the
work is discussed in more detail in Brock and Ostheimer 
 Functional programming without cycles
Abramskys lazy calculus  can be seen as the semantic basis for lazy
functional programming languages Here we will use the following syntax for
terms
MN  L  x j xM jMN
The operational semantics de	nes a reduction relation  such that M 
N means that M rewrites to N in one step The reduction relation is then
the smallest that satis	es the two rules
M M

MN M

N
xMN M Nx
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where M Nx is the usual metasyntactic substitution For any reduction
relation  we will use the notation M  N for the reexive transitive
closure of  M  to say that M converges to some normal form and M  to
say that M diverges ie it is has no normal form
We will encode this calculus into the subset of the calculus shown below
PQ  P 
x
y j xyP j P jQ j xyP j xP
where

xy is the process which outputs the channel y on the channel x

xyP is the process which inputs the channel y

on channel x and then
behaves like P y

y

P j Q places P and Q in parallel

xyP is a replication operator

xP creates a new channel x for use in P 
It should be noted that the send operation is asynchronous and that the
replication is lazy Honda  Space precludes us from showing the full
operational semantics of this system but the rules shown in Milner  are
adequate At various points we will send and receive pairs using the notation
f x y and fx y respectively which can be represented in the system shown
above in a standard way 
The core idea of the encoding is that given a closed term M and a 
calculus channel o the encoding M o will simulate the reduction of M in
the following sense if M  M

then M o converges in the calculus such
that the resulting term delivers a channel to the representation of M

at the
channel o In the translation names of variables are mapped directly to
names of calculus channels
As abstractions are the normal forms in the lazy calculus we start with
their encoding as below
xM o
def

f
o
f j fx pM p
We can see that the representation of the function value f  is immediately
available at o The rest of the term is a process which implements the body
and is sent a channel x which gives access to the argument and a place p where
the result is required
In the encoding of an application MN we must wait for M to converge
to weak head normal form and then apply it to a suspended form of the
argument N  When the body of M requires that value of its argument it
sends a request r to the suspended argument This request causes a copy of
process encoding N to be created which when it converges sends its result
back along the channel r This leads to the encoding
MN o
def

m n xM m j mf
f
x o jxrN r
The process encoding the left hand side of the application is separate from the
process encoding the right hand side It can also be seen that the process term
xrN r mimics the behaviour of the usual term substitution on terms in

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that N is made available to all needing occurrences of x
To request the value of a variable x we send the output channel o on the
channel x In the case of closed terms there will be a process encoding a
substitution to receive this request
xo
def
 xo
We prove a formal correspondence between the standard term based oper
ational semantics and the encoding shown above which produces theorems of
the form
Theorem  For all M  L and for some channel o M  M

if and only
if M o N o
Proof sketch There are three cases to prove according to the structure of
the term If the term is an abstraction then no reduction is possible and
the proof is immediate If the term is of the form xM

M

  M
n
then this
will reduce to M

M

x   M
n
 We can compare the encodings of both terms
and show an equivalence Finally it can be seen that the term may be of
the form x
i
M

  M
n


Nx where x
i
 x Again it can be shown that the
encoding of the initial term reduces to a term equivalent to the encoding of
the result 
Theorem  For all M  L and for some channel o M  if and only if
M o  and M  if and only if M o 
Proof Immediate by iterating the previous theorem 
 Implementing graphs
Let us consider informally what it is required of a system which implements
graph reduction on terms The important characteristic of callbyneed re
duction noted by Wadsworth is that an expression is not evaluated until it
is needed and then it should only be evaluated once In the above encoding
the body of a term accesses its argument when it needs it but the argu
ment is evaluated as many times as it is needed Therefore we can encode a
substitution Nx as below
Nxo
def
 nxrN n j ngrg jxrrg
This encoding can replace the last part of the application shown previously
Now when the body of an application MN requires its argument it sends
a request r to the suspended argument Instead of immediately returning a
channel to the argument the evaluation of N is initiated When the encoding
of N has converged it announces this fact on the channel n The original re
quest is then satis	ed and the channel used to access the value of N is stored
Subsequent requests are then satis	ed by returning this stored channel It
should be noted that the encoding of abstraction must incorporate a repli
cation on the body to handle multiple requests

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There are various methods of showing the correctness of this system Pre
viously  we have shown the correspondence between this encoding and an
existing model of graph reduction  In the full paper we adopt a more di
rect method which we will outline here We treat our calculus encodings
as evaluators for terms We know from theorem  that the encoding for
trees is an evaluator of lazy terms We can set up a simple correspondence
between that encoding and the encoding that implements graphs noting that
the latter diers from the former only in its implementation of substitution
The technique is similar to the method used by Ariola et al  with their
callbyneed calculus but is much simpler in detail Using M 
t
for the tree
encoding from the previous section and M 
g
for the graph encoding we have
the following theorem
Theorem  For all M  L if M  then for some channel o M 
t
o  if
and only M 
g
o  and M 
t
o  if and only if M 
g
o 
We also need to show a relationship between the process terms of the two
encodings which relates to the amount of sharing this being shown in the full
paper
 Including cycles and strictness
It should be remembered that functional programming is more than just the
leftmostoutermost reduction of terms Most languages include some mech
anism for introducing cyclic structures which are not directly representable in
pure calculus Secondly most implementations and some source languages
use strictness information to evaluate arguments to functions before they are
needed This implies some controlled use of leftmostinnermost or callby
value evaluation Capturing these structures and comparing their semantic
properties on graphs and trees is important
The incorporation of cycles arises from the use of a recursive let construct
and this can be encoded as below
let x 

M in N o
def
  mx

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

x

rM

m

j m

frf jx

ssf j
  
x
n
rM
n
m
n
j m
n
frf jx
n
ssf j
j N o

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A
The encoding follows from an analogy between our graph encoding of ap
plication and the use of let in Ariola et al  It can be seen there is a close
relationship between the encoding of the x
i
 M
i
part and the encoding of
substitution outlined in the previous section In the full paper we discuss some
of the properties of this encoding and in particular the role of black holes
Strictness annotations are introduced into functional programming man
ually or automatically to increase eciency Following Hankin et al  we
will add a strict version of application and a strict  The parallel version of
strict application 
V
evaluates the left and right hand sides in parallel but

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only make the value of the right hand side available to the left hand side when
both have converged This is accomplished by the encoding below
M
V
N o
def

am nM m j N n j mfng
f
a o jar
r
g
The encoding of the strict expression is very similar After the term is
applied it forces the evaluation of the supplied argument before evaluating its
own body In eect it rewrites 
V
xM

N to xM
V
N 

V
xM o
def

n f
o
f jfa p
a
n j ngxrrg j M p
To prove the correctness of these encoding relies on an extension to the
operational semantics of the lazy calculus In the full paper we show that
the encoding implements an evaluator for that system
 Using the encoding
There are a number of uses for this encoding Firstly it is interesting as
an exercise in the use of calculus showing what a restricted subset can
do Secondly the encoding is of practical interest In Brock and Ostheimer
 we discuss how this can be used as the compiler target language for a
parallel implementation of functional programming Lastly it is interesting to
compare and contrast operational semantics expressed in this way and other
direct semantics in the literature In our case the incorporation of graphs and
cycles into the term system was carried out simply by changing the model of
substitutions
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